2014 acura mdx headlights
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Jun 23, Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights
Fortunately, there are things you can do before heading out to reduce glare. There are also
some driving habits you can develop to try to minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check
out these tips. Driving with your headlights on at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only
you and your passengers, but also the pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the
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Some months back I had nice things to say about the so-called jewel-eye headlights on our
Acura MDX. But the pictures didn't really illustrate how far the high beams penetrate down the
road because I made the comparison on a treeless desert backdrop. I could see the difference
from the driver seat, but it didn't come across on the small screen. The worth of the low beam
and high beam headlights grabbed my attention once again on this most recent Oregon trip, but
this time the countless trees we drove past made it easier to illustrate my point. Help us keep it
that way by turning off your ad blocker for our site. We can understand why it may frustrate you
to receive this message. Please hear us out on this one. New Car Pricing. Used Cars for Sale.
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Tests. Headlights Revisited. See all updates. Here are the low beams. And these are the high
beams. It still looks more impressive from behind the wheel, but you get the idea. Comment As
Features and Specs Pricing. David Hobbs helped make these videos. The video above shows
you to replace the headlight in your Acura MDX. Changing both headlight bulbs on your MDX at
the same time will allow both bulbs to have the same intensity and prevent the new headlight
bulb from appearing brighter than the bulb on the opposite side. In some Acuras, the highbeam
is the same bulb as the headlight and it is possible for the highbeam to work, but the headlight
be burnt out even if they are the same bulb and vise versa. Some Acuras have high intensity
discharge headlights, sometimes referred to as xenon lights. These bulbs have a very high
voltage that runs through them, even if the battery is disconnected. If your MDX has this type of
bulb, we do not recommend that you attempt to change it yourself. When you change the
headlight on your MDX, it is important to not touch the glass part of the bulb with your fingers
because the oil from your fingertips will cause that part of the bulb to burn hotter, which
significantly shortens the life of the bulb. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures
covering the majority of cars on the road. The rear wiper that you forgot you had until it streaks
horrifically on a rainy day? Change it now! Car companies often use the same engines in
different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. If your
car blows hot air when your air conditioner is turned on, try recharging the freon first. Checking
coolant hoses. Coolant hoses wear out over time and need to be replaced - check 'em early and
often. Change a rear wiper blade. Check your brake fluid. Checking your brake fluid from time to
time is a great way to ensure safe stopping. See all videos for the Acura MDX. We have a
massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything It looks like you're new here. If
you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! We were plenty impressed by the LED
headlights when we drove our Acura MDX into the desert, but they work even better on
tree-lined roads. Read the full story here. Here's what I don't get about the whole lighting
package on the MDX. One, these new headlights don't look good in my opinion. Functional, yes.
Attractive, no. Second, why on earth did Honda take away the standard LED tail lamps including
turn signals from the previous model and replace them with old fashioned incandescent bulbs?
This is supposed to be a high tech luxury vehicle right? Sorry Honda but the LED reverse lights
don't cut it either. Did they run out of red LED bulbs or what? LED tail lamps are as much a

safety feature as these LED head lamps so why did they remove them on this "new" model? I
find it interesting that car manufacturers sometimes regress with the equipment they package
into new models. The tail lights themselves are LED, but the brake and turn signals are
conventional bulbs. If you say rise time, I'm sure that two marketing people somewhere are
going to be exchanging high-fives. While it is true to LEDs illuminate quicker than
incandescents, feel free to look up the difference, and then compare it to human reaction time. It
is almost irrelevant. Some taillights come across as brakelights. I've driven some cars where my
own LED front turn signals reflected off road signs way down the road despite the area being
awash with the headlights of numerous cars ahead. Having people see you is the intent, but if
they're squinting then there's too much stray light. These observations apply to any kind of
bulb, but the rise of LEDs seems to have caught some manufacturers off-guard. It all depends
on how they are executed but that's one of the reasons for sure. That blast of full bright red light
in your face right from the start of braking is easily noticeable especially at night. If you can't
tell the difference then I can't help you with your question. You really notice them more when
you aren't looking straight ahead too. I'm guessing that the reason for this is that the LED lights
are pointing right at you as opposed to incandescents which reflect off of a mirror-like surface
most of the time and the light gets scattered. I agree with Dan that some of them are way too
bright though. One example I always notice is the Subaru Impreza. Those brake lights are so
bright you can barely see the amber turn signal they surround when both are on. I've had to
shield my eyes from them at times. The worst part of it is that it's not only luxury makes getting
the fancy lights anymore. Most mainstream autos are getting them now too. I'm pretty sure all
other makes have some models with one or both. The accord used to have LED brake lights but
those mysteriously disappeared too. You are correct. I've yet to see one with those features on
the road though. The LED brake lights were standard on the Accord from 2 generations ago, or
at least they were on most trims because I still see those a lot. Emphasis mine. Sounds like
you're just talking about intensity brightness. This has nothing to do with rise time. A car
manufacturer, or whoever they go to for their lighting safety equipment, can just as easily make
bright incandescents or dim LED ones. LEDs do rise to full intensity faster than an
incandescent light, by as much as ms, or 0. Almost half a second! Your marketing brochure will
be sure to make a big deal about that. However, the key word is full intensity. They'll be
noticeable before that. In reality, the difference in measured human reaction time between an
LED and incandescent light is about ms, or 0. Not as big of a deal, huh? If you want to say that
every little bit helps, then sure, I agree; but telling me that 0. In automotive safety, there are a
multitude of bigger determinants. Here are two bigger reasons for why we see vehicles with LED
taillights: Sales, and voltage requirements emissions related. Thank you but Stern is still a bit
behind the times for me. He may be, but the physics involved haven't changed. Fog lights are
about as useful as they were three decades ago. Actually, less, with the advent of projector
headlights that are much better at controlling up scatter. If they're not using one of those they
could've fairly easily , then that suggest that cost was a very big determinant. Not good. The
main goal was most likely to create a selling point, not good fog lights. It probably didn't
resonate with consumers as much as expected, and that's why they're available as an
accessory instead of standard this year. I wish I had first hand experience to share with you, but
sadly I don't. All I can tell you is that you these units aren't among the better ones. Hope it
helps. What are they using? I don't know what they're using, nor did I insinuate that I did. It
doesn't really matter though. Right now, LED lighting is gaining popularity and costs are also
dropping. So you've got two things going on, rigorous development of good LED lights by the
big automakers and Tier 1 suppliers, and a whole slew of cheaper, poorer performing products
to, for example, put in a brochure as a selling point or sell as accessories in dealerships. The
same thing has been going on with regular non-LED fog lights for decades. They're either used
as a model indicator to show people you got the more expensive model , or a dealer accessory
for them to make money. You would be really, really hard pressed to find good fog lights. Just
because these are LED doesn't mean the strategy has changed. The only reason we should
think otherwise is if they're using one of the rare decent though not superb LED units that have
been developed recently by some of the well know lighting suppliers. These units aren't cheap,
as there's a good use of optics and stylistic elements going on. The MDX's LED fogs are about
as far as possible from this approach, that should scream to us that not many developmental
dollars went into them. There's nothing stylish about them, they're using a very simple, and
cheap, reflector system, plus they are somewhat inexpensive when you account for profit
margins of both the manufacturer and dealer. I seriously doubt these units came from a big
supplier like Stanley or Koito, and even if they are, they're nothing for them to be proud of. Took
delivery of our 15 MDX Adv. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. July edited

July in Acura. July July edited July August August edited August December Just took delivery
of the 15 MDX tech package with fog lights. IMO, the fog lights are probably not necessary but I
had them installed for cosmetic purposes. Sign In or Register to comment. Skip to main
content. Related: headlight acura mdx sh-awd 3. Include description. Placement on Vehicle.
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other see details 50 Items Used 98 Items For parts or not working 11 Items Please provide a
valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers Auction 1. Buy It Now Item
Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only.
Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity
Guarantee. More filters Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Find the right
parts for your Acura MDX. Enter Trim Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster.
Buy It Now. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab.
This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date.
See each listing for international shipping options and costs. Skip to main content. Include
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to find the right parts faster. Almost gone. Last one. Amounts shown in italicized text are for
items listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to
Canadian dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates,
please use the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids
and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options
and costs. You have no vehicle information saved in your Acura Owners account. Vehicle
Specifications. Print Specs. Engine 6 Speed Automatic. Back to top. Engine Type. Displacement
liters. Horsepower rpm SAE net. Torque lbs-ft rpm. Compression Ratio. Throttle Control.
Tune-Up Interval. Chassis 6 Speed Automatic. Agile Handling Assist system. Turning Diameter,
Curb to Curb. Brake Assist. Drivetrain 6 Speed Automatic. Gear Ratios: 1st: 3. General
Specifications 6 Speed Automatic. Fuel Tank Capacity. Recommended Fuel. Curb Weight.
Dimensions 6 Speed Automatic. EPA Passenger Volume. Ground Clearance unladen. This figure
compares more accurately with most competitive measurements. Tri-zone, dual-mode
automatic climate control with humidity control and air filtration. Keyless Access System with
smart entry, pushbutton ignition and Acura personalized settings for driver's seat, steering
column, side mirrors, Integrated Dynamics System, select audio and navigation settings and
more. Remote-linked power-operated tailgate. Remote-operated windows and moonroof-open
function. Retained accessory power for windows and moonroof. Active Sound Control. Steering
wheel-mounted controls cruise control, audio, phone, Multi-Information Display and available
voice recognition. Multi-view rear camera with dynamic guidelines. Cruise control. Hill start
assist. Electronic tilt and telescopic steering column. Ambient cabin lighting. Expanded View
Driver's Mirror. Automatic dimming rearview mirror. Sport seats with stain resistant
leather-trimmed interior. Driver's way power seat with power lumbar support. Front passenger's
8-way power seat. Second row seats with limo-mode. Third row access one-touch smart slide
walk-in. Heated front seats. Second row seat center armrest. Multi-function front center console
with sliding tray. Hidden cargo storage with smart lid. Leather-wrapped steering wheel and
gearshift knob. Simulated-wood trim on console and doors. Dual-stage, multiple-threshold front
airbags SRS. Side curtain airbags. Driver's knee airbag. Theft-deterrent system with electronic
immobilizer. Side-impact door beams. Tire sealant and repair kit. Audio 6 Speed Automatic.

Acura Premium Audio System with 8 speakers. Exterior 6 Speed Automatic. Acoustic
windshield and front side glass. Heated side mirrors with reverse gear tilt-down. Perforated
Milano premium stain resistant leather-trimmed interior. Front passenger's power-lumbar
support. Heated and ventilated front seats. Heated second row seats outboard positions. LED
puddle lights. Acura Navigation System with 3D view. AcuraLink Real-Time Traffic with
exclusive street and freeway conditions. GPS-linked, tri-zone automatic climate control. Blind
spot information BSI system. Rain-sensing windshield wipers. Keyless Access expanded to rear
doors. Heated 2nd-row seats outboard positions. Second row side sunshades manual. Remote
engine start with vehicle feedback. Auto-dimming, heated side mirrors with reverse gear
tilt-down. Parking sensors front and rear. Roof rails. Exclusive inch aluminum-alloy wheels.
Engine 6 Speed Automatic with Technology Package. Chassis 6 Speed Automatic with
Technology Package. Drivetrain 6 Speed Automatic with Technology Package. Dimensions 6
Speed Automatic with Technology Package. Audio 6 Speed Automatic with Technology
Package. Exterior 6 Speed Automatic with Technology Package. Change Vehicle. Choose a Year
and Model to View YEAR MODEL Select. Perhaps you like to read in dim light close to bedtime
to help lull you to sleep. Squinting at the road because your headlights are too dim is another
story. Your headlights are another one of those important features you neglect too often. When
you think about how to make your headlights brighter, you have to first consider what the
problem is that has them feeling a bit dull. LED headlights last much longer than headlights of
the past, so they can get dimmer without burning out. Read More: What is a timing belt and do
you need to change it? If the lenses over your headlights are looking foggy, that can easily
diffuse your light. Consider a restoration kit or purchase
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new lenses so they are crystal clear. If your headlight lens is merely dirty, you may be able to
clean them with either toothpaste or a baking soda and vinegar mixture. Plastic that is worn,
though, has to be sanded down and polished. If the beam pattern itself is causing you trouble,
you can stop by and visit our service center to get things aligned properly. Until then, be sure to
stop back here at the Radley Acura Blog for more tips and tricks. This entry was posted on
Sunday, August 5th, at pm and is filed under Tips and Tricks. You can follow any responses to
this entry through the RSS 2. You can skip to the end and leave a response. Pinging is currently
not allowed. Top ways to improve nighttime visibility Your headlights are another one of those
important features you neglect too often. More from Radley Acura. How to Improve the Lifespan
of Brake Pads. How to Change Windshield Wipers on an Acura. Leave a Reply Click here to
cancel reply. Name required. Your Comment. Search for:.

